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I have a brand new in box Ross Evolution #4 LT in the limited edition rainbow trout finish. These are hard to find
. Includes box and reel cover. This would make an excellent steelhead reel. Price is firm $335 shipped.
Special Edition (Rainbow Trout) Ross Evolution LT Fly Reel
The Special Edition Rainbow Trout Evolution LT Fly Reels are numbered with laser engraving. The finish of
these reels is like nothing you have seen before! Once the reels have been anodized, a photographic image is
then applied to each reel with a proprietary process. The photograph is actually absorbed into the anodized
aluminum, providing incredible graphics and a finish that is more durable than anodize alone.
The Ross Evolution LT is a machining masterpiece, a beautiful looking reel, lightest in its class, and
unquestionably one of the finest fly reels ever produced. The Evolution LT is fitted with an aluminum spool cap,
aluminum drag knob and aluminum escapement cover. To keep the weight in check with these improvements,
we have also added ventilation to the spool and the frame, allowing for the addition of metal components with
no measurable weight increase.
This series is designed for those anglers who appreciate both art and function. The cosmetic innovation and
precision workmanship of the Evolution LT series is only surpassed by its drag system which is precise and
sensitive, capable of protecting the lightest tippets even when battling world-class fish. To guarantee the level of
dependability consumers have come to expect from all Ross products, the Evolution LT series has been
designed with a triple redundancy drag system, providing three backup systems to ensure dependability under
the most demanding conditions.
More Ross Evolution LT Details:
* Frame/Spool Material: 6061-T6 proprietary aluminum alloy
* Manufacturing Specifications: Fully machined, 1 piece frame, 1 piece spool. Manufactured on automated CNC
machining centers
* Drag Material: Delrin 500AF with impregnated Teflon, a space-age polymer that is durable, heat resistant,
self-lubricating and maintenance free
* Drag Mechanism: Delrin 500AF to anodized aluminum interface, conical friction drag system with triple
redundancy radial pawl engagement, and seamless transition between line-in and drag engagement (no
start-up friction)
* Spool Rotation, Connection and Conversion: Oil impregnated bronze bushing rotating on a stainless steel
spindle, quick release locking spool, easy left-hand to right-hand retrieve conversion
* Custom Anodized for the perfect balance of hardness and color
* Fly Rod Coverage: 1wt. to 9wt.

* Fishing Application: Designed for use in all freshwater, warmwater and saltwater fishing environments
* Available Colors: Black, Copper, Grey Mist, Green
* Lifetime Warranty
Specifications:
* Width 1.10 in
* Diamater 3.75 in
* Weight 4.8oz
* Line 6-8 wt
* Capacity WF7+150
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